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 Jai	Jinendra	and	Jai	Shri	Krishna,	

Our	festive	season	is	fast	upon	us	and	the	next	weeks	will	be	full	of	religious	
and	cultural	activities.		We	are	very	fortunate	to	have	Shri	Shrut	Pragyaji	Swami	
for	this	year’s	Paryushan	pravachans.	We	were	blessed	with	his	wisdom	in	
2012.	
	

This	year	like	the	last	two	years	100%	of	Uchavnis,	Aarti	and	Mangal	Divo	collections	goes	only	to	
Jiv	Daya.	This	fund	is	ring	fenced	and	cannot	be	used	for	religious	or	cultural	activities	like	
Paryushan	or	Janmasthami	Mela	or	Darpan	costs	or	towards	the	running	of	Navnat	expenses.		
	

With	your	help	this	year	we	are	in	a	position	to	build	a	primary	school	of	9-10	classes	in	rural	
Gujarat.	This	will	need	£60,000.	We	have	collected	£45,000	and	with	your	help	hope	to	overcome	
the	shortfall.	This	Project	is	handled	by	Shri	Mayurbhai	Sanghvi.	
	

We	are	blessed	that	our	regular	programs	are	running	successfully	with	the	help	of	you-	our	
members.	We	have	seen	increased	numbers	participating	in	our	functions.	While	this	is	true,	the	
increased	numbers	are	most	in	higher	age	brackets.	
	

Our	community	like	many	is	facing	the	problem	of	lack	of	20-40yrs	age	group	participation.	Over	
the	years	I	have	noticed	the	increase	in	age	of	those	regularly	attending	Navnat	functions.	We	
only	see	a	handful	of	attendees	under	40	if	we	are	lucky.	We	have	in	my	opinion	never	targeted	
our	Youth	in	a	positive	fashion.	Our	events	and	functions	will	need	careful	scrutiny	to	see	what	
and	how	can	we	attract	younger	Navnatees.	Your	Executive	Committee	is	going	to	concentrate	
with	our	Youth,	our	future.		
Oshwals	are	doing	a	summer	overnight	camp	in	tents	for	their	Youth	in	their	grounds	over	a	
weekend.	I	have	no	qualms	about	copying	this	at	Navnat	Centre.	
	

Often	we	hear	people	with	young	children	complaining	that	the	children	are	getting	bored	at	
Navnat	Centre	as	there	is	nothing	for	them	to	do.	We	need	to	provide	incentive	to	bring	their	
children.	Since	last	three	years	I	have	mentioned	at	our	AGM	that	playground	is	badly	needed.	A	
lot	of	the	people	have	expressed	support.	I	have	also	seen	children's	play	area	at	other	community	
centres	always	busy	during	functions.	Our	Team	led	by	Krutiben	Varia	is	now	in	the	process	of	
applying	for	Pre-Planning	permission.		
	
Our	car	resurfacing	is	being	dragged	by	the	Council.	This	has	turned	out	to	be	a	very	slow	process.	
	

We	have	installed	disable	wheel	chair	platform,	our	hot	water	is	made	using	solar	panels	and	Air	
source	heat	pumps,	new	welcome	screens	have	been	installed,	our	Incorporation	task	is	
progressing	well	and	we	have	new	opportunities	for	expansions.	
	

You	have	supported	us	this	far	and	hope	to	receive	your	charity	once	again.	If	you	are	able	and	
willing	to	help	us	continue	to	succeed,	we	would	be	very	grateful	for	a	donation	of	£151	which	can	
be	sent	to	our	Ass	Treasurer	Shri	Ketanbhai	Adani,	51	The	Spinney,	Beaconsfield,	HP9	1SA	
	

 
President 
Navnat UK 
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Editor’s Notebook By Jayant Doshi

Moving Forward.      By Jayant Doshi 

	 It	is	ten	years	since	we	moved	to	Navnat	Centre	Hayes.		Members	have	got	used	to	the	distance	
and	to	travelling	to	the	centre	as	seen	by	the	presence	at	all	programs.		We	have	a	wonderful	large	
hall,	and	an	adequate	dining	hall	and	another	two	small	halls.	We	have	huge	grounds	and	a	huge	
parking	place.	To	administer	and	manage	such	a	large	centre	is	costly	but	luckily	our	contract	to	let	
out	the	parking	during	the	week	days	is	producing	income	to	cover	part	of	those	costs.		
	 But	in	life	you	have	to	keep	moving	with	the	times,	to	improve	and	improvise	otherwise	
stagnation	is	imminent	and	with	it	possible	deterioration	of	the	facilities.	Several	suggestions	are	
floating	and	I	will	try	to	list	out	the	pros	and	cons	of	each	suggestion.	I	am	sure	readers	will	come	in	
with	their	views.		
1. It	has	been	suggested	that	a	children’s	playground	should	be	created.	This	will	mean	that	at	

weddings,	Navnat	functions,	Priti	Bhojan	and	other	such	programs	children	will	have	something	to	
come	to	and	enjoy	instead	of	pestering	their	parents.	At	such	events	the	normal	cry	from	children	
is	“we	are	bored”	and	as	such	many	parents	are	reluctant	to	bring	their	children.	Of	course,	for	
maximum	usage,	such	a	playground	should	be	situated	in	such	a	place	that	it	is	easily	accessible	
and	“visible”.	On	the	other	side	it	is	argued	that	such	a	playground	will	be	costly	to	build,	incur	
high	maintenance	costs,	and	in	proportion	to	its	usage	it	can	be	argued	that	it	is	not	the	best	use	of	
the	money.	It	is	very	likely	that	only	a	few	children	will	make	use	of	such	facilities	–	but	it	might	be	
enough	to	bring	those	children	to	our	Centre	-	and	those	children	will	build	a	bond	with	the	
community	at	later	stage	in	their	lives.		

2. It	has	been	suggested	that	the	dining	hall	should	be	extended	to	increase	its	capacity	and	increase	
the	capacity	of	the	premises.	It	is	argued	that	at	weddings	especially	if	the	party	wants	to	arrange	
a	proper	sit-down	meal	our	dining	hall	cannot	cope	with	it.	On	the	other	end,	it	is	argued,	that	the	
amount	of	investment	required	is	not	worth	it	as	larger	dining	hall	may	be	useful	maybe	a	few	
times	in	the	year.	It	is	said	that	it	would	be	much	more	economical,	and	sensible,	to	hire	a	marquee	
as	and	when	required	and	that	can	increase	the	sitting	capacity	by	double	or	more.		

3. Another	suggestion	is	to	create	an	all	weather	indoor	sports	complex.	With	success	of	badminton,	
which	is	being	played	3	times	a	week,	it	is	argued	a	sports	complex	containing	sports	like	volley	
ball,	basket	ball	and	maybe	tennis,	could	be	a	good	investment.	This	might	be	a	good	way	of	
involving	more	of	our	youths	to	make	use	of	our	Centre,	and	indirectly	get	them	interested	in	our	
community.	While	this	may	sound	as	a	wonderful	suggestion,	there	are	arguments	against	it	also.	
While	badminton	is	a	success,	numbers	taking	advantage	are	in	tens	rather	in	hundreds	–	and	that	
also	because	quite	a	proportion	of	membership	is	non-Navnati.	A	sports	hall	will	mean	additional	
maintenance	and	caretaking.	With	facilities	available	in	local	areas	many	members,	who	live	far	
away	from	the	Centre,	will	think	twice	if	the	long	journey	and	the	fuel	costs	are	worth	travelling	so	
far	to	use	these	facilities.		

4. It	has	been	suggested	that	another	huge	hall	can	be	constructed	on	top	of	the	existing	complex.	
This	would	double	the	capacity	of	the	Centre	and	enhance	the	value	of	the	property	and	increase	
its	value	for	rental	income.		Of	course,	this	has	its	advantages	and	would	enhance	the	value	of	the	
property	in	the	longer	term.	But	it	comes	with	its	drawbacks.	If	the	Centre	is	for	the	use	of	the	
community	then	such	a	large	Centre	is	not	going	to	be	used	for	more	than	a	day	or	two	in	a	year.	If	
it	is	meant	for	rental	income	then	the	Centre	would	become	more	of	a	commercial	enterprise	
rather	than	a	Centre	for	community	use.		
	

Maintenance	and	management	of	the	Centre,	as	it	is,	is	a	big	job	and	expanding	it	will	mean	that	
much	extra	work	in	terms	of	maintenance	and	management.	When	a	community	like	ours	is	managed	
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on	a	voluntary	basis	then	the	issues	of	possible	corruption	or	fiddling	can	become	an	issue	as	some	
other	community	groups	are	finding	it.	We	will	have	to	depend	on	elected	committee	to	manage	the	
Centre	and	with	more	expansion	this	will	add	more	burden	on	voluntary	committee	members.	While	
our	community	population	is	quite	substantial	in	London,	because	of	its	location	many	members	living	
in	the	North	and	East	parts	of	the	city	will	be	ruled	out	of	taking	active	part	in	the	running	of	the	
Centre.	With	more	and	more	marriages	taking	place	with	other	communities	or	races,	the	definition	of	
Navnat	is	being	obliterated.		

While	we	have	got	used	to	distance	and	time	it	takes	to	reach	the	Centre,	it	is	a	fact	that	to	
serve	actively	in	the	committee	and	especially	as	President	and	Secretary,	a	working	person	will	think	
twice	before	taking	on	such	a	responsibility.	Only	retired	and	active	persons	will	have	the	ability	and	
time	to	take	on	such	responsible	position.	Also	those	living	too	far	from	the	Centre	will	think	before	
even	considering	such	a	position	as	the	person	will	be	deterred	by	long	distance	travelling	involved	
with	the	job.	And	if	some	inactive	members	were	to	take	on	the	responsibility,	the	Centre	is	likely	to	
suffer	and	deteriorate	without	adequate	maintenance.	It	can	be	argued	that	we	always	get	someone	to	
take	on	the	responsibility.	But	possibility	of	no	one	coming	forward	always	exists	–	and	it	has	
happened	so	in	the	past	and	can	happen	again.		

In	the	midst	of	this	maze	of	pros	and	cons	of	various	proposals,	the	committee,	and	the	
community,	has	to	think	hard	to	try	to	come	to	a	conclusion	and	agreement.		

Do	we	want	a	grand	Centre	with	huge	rental	possibilities	and	create	a	commercial	
enterprise	with	good	income	for	the	community?	Or	do	we	want	a	Centre	that	satisfies	
community	needs,	and	which	can	be	managed	and	run	by	our	community	volunteers?		

Your Views                                             by Jayant Doshi  
The	Editorial		“It	is	Time	to	Change”	have	received	some	very	positive	comments.	Members	have	
complimented	me	on	raising	this	issue	-	and	expressed	their	views	that	this	change	is	overdue	and	
must	take	place	sooner	rather	than	later.		The	committee	has	limits	on	what	they	can	do	as	this	is	a	
personal	matter	and	can	be	quite	touchy.	But	if	some	members	decide	to	follow	the	Oshwal	or	
Lohana	method	I	am	sure,	and	many	of	our	readers	too,	that	others	will	follow	and	bring	THIS	
CHANGE.		

A Request  A	member	gave	me	this	suggestion	and	I	am	putting	it	here.	Most	of	us	come	

from	East	Africa	and	over	the	years	seem	to	know	many	of	our	community	members.	When	an	email	
is	sent	out	giving	news	of	a	death,	the	name	may	sound	familiar	to	many,	but	as	there	could	be	
many	people	with	similar	names,	it	is	difficult	to	know	exactly	who	the	deceased	is.	But	if	the	
announcement	indicates	the	place	of	origin	(such	as	Kenya	or	Uganda	or	Tanzania)	then	it	will	
become	easier	to	recognise	the	person.		A	simple	suggestion	but	could	make	a	big	difference.		

Social Diary.  Darpan	used	to	carry	news	of	engagements,	weddings,	child	birth,	anniversary,	

moving	house,	and	of	course	death.		Nowadays	such	news	are	inseminated	by	the	web	blasts.	But	
would	it	be	not	nice	if	such	news	are	recorded	in	a	Social	Diary	in	Darpan	so	readers	can	get	an	overall	
scenario	of	what	is	happening	in	and	around	with	people	you	know.	It	will	cost	nothing	but	such	news	
in	brief	will	be	put	in	a	section	called	SOCIAL	DIARY.	If	you	feel	this	is	a	good	idea	then	please	
adopt	it	and	express	your	views.		

Darpan   Since	I	became	Editor	it	has	been	decided	that	we	will	have	monthly	publication	of	

Darpan	during	peak	months	(with	activities)	and	perhaps	none	during	the	activity	free	period	of	
winter.		
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Paryushan Celebrations 2016
Monday 29th August to Monday 5th September 2016

Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR

Navnat Vanik Association (UK) ·  Registered Charity No 288167

navnat.com                 @navnat                       /navnatwebmaster                   /navnatcentre

Daily Programme Timings 

11:00am -12:50pm Bhakti & Lecture by Pujya Shrut Pragyaji

 1:00pm - 2:00pm Lunch

 3:00pm - 4:00pm Satsang & Q&A

 5:30pm - 6:15pm Dinner

 6:30pm - 8:10pm Derawasi Pratikraman | Pakhi Derawasi Pratikraman on Wednesday 31 August - 5:30pm

 6:45pm - 8:10pm Sthanakwasi Pratikraman

 7:00pm - 8:15pm Pratikraman in English *Except Saturday and Sunday - starts at 6:30pm *

 8:15pm - 9:15pm Lectures by Pujya Shrut Pragyaji

 9:15pm - 11:30pm Announcements, Bhavana, Aarti & Mangal Divo. Music by Nitu Shah & Group 

Other Function Details:

Saturday (3rd Sept) Tapasvi Bahuman from 9:15pm

Sunday (4th Sept) Mahavir Jayanti & Mahavir Janma Vanchan Celebrations 

Ucchavni of Sapnas to begin at 2pm | 100% of Ucchavni collection will go to JivDaya fund 

Monday (5th Sept) Samvatsari Pratikraman (No Bhavana on Samvatsari Day)
Sthanakwasi Aloyana 3:15pm; Pratikraman 5:15pm | Derawasi Pratikraman 4:15pm

Tuesday (6th Sept) Tapasvi Sangh Parna

Sunday (11th Sept) Priti Bhojan

Pratikraman in English (all eight days) to be conducted by teachers of Shree Chandana Vidyapeeth (SCVP) 
*** If you are able to recite Samayik or Pratikraman correctly, please register your name with us ***

Sponsors are welcome for:

Afternoon Lunch £301 Evening Dinner £125

Prabhavna for the day £111 Samvatsari Day Contribution £501

Daily Evening Pratikraman Labh £251 Evening Aarti £101

Lunch on Mahavir Janma Vanchan (Sun 04/09/2016) £1,501 Evening Mangal Divo £121

Mahavir Jayanti Prabhavna (satta) £451 Tapasvi Bhauman £251

Priti Bhojan Contribution £3,333 Tapasvi Sangh Parna Contribution £1,111

Lunch and Dinner passes

Lunch and Dinner passes will be available as detailed below:

Entire Celebration (Season) £15 Day Pass £3 Children under 12 £0 (free of charge)

Please register your names for lunch & dinner passes with:

Bhartiben Shah: 07947 144080 or Surbhiben Khona: 07950 280655
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We are honoured to have Pujya Shrut Pragyaji from Bhuj, Kutchh India with us at Navnat 

Centre during Paryushan Celebrations 2016

Swamiji has travelled around the world covering more than 30 countries, giving inspirational lectures 

to spread Tirthankar Mahavir’s message. His mesmerising presence and the unique way with which he 

conveys this message has touched many hearts. With his simple approach he gets to the true essence of 

the religion.   You are cordially invited to take part in this year’s Paryushan Celebrations

For further information please contact

Bhupendra Shah: 07944 532780 ·  Sangeeta Bavisha: 07761 647285 ·  Nemish K Mehta: 07866 444544  

Dhiru Galani: 07956 127631 ·   Renu Mehta: 07931924197·  paryushan@navnat.com
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પયુર્ષણ પવર્ ૨૦૧૬
સોમવાર ૨૯.૦૮.૨૦૧૬ થી સોમવાર ૦૫.૦૯.૨૦૧૬

નવનાત સેન્ટર, હેઇઝ 

Navnat Vanik Association (UK) ·  Registered Charity No 288167

navnat.com                 @navnat                       /navnatwebmaster                   /navnatcentre

દરરોજ નો કાયર્ક્રમ 
૧૧.૦૦ થી ૧૨.૫૦ પૂજ્ય શ્રુતપ્રજ્ઞાજી નું પ્રવચન અને ભિક્ત  
  ૧.૦૦ થી  ૨.૦૦ બપોરનું જમણ
  ૩.૦૦ થી ૪.૦૦ સત્સંગ અને પ્રશ્નોત્તરી
  ૫.૩૦ થી ૬.૧૫ સાંજનું જમણ 
  ૬.૩૦ થી ૮:૧૦ દેરાવાસી પ્રિતક્રમણ (દેરાવાસી પકખી પ્રિતક્રમણ બઘુવાર  ૩૧.૦૮.૧૬. સાંજ ે૫.૩૦ વાગ્યે શરૂ થશે)  
  ૬.૪૫ થી ૮.૧૦ સ્થાનકવાસી પ્રિતક્રમણ 
  ૭.૦૦ થી ૮.૧૫ અંગ્રેજીમાં પ્રિતક્રમણ (શિનવારે અને રિવવારે પ્રિતક્રમણ ૬.૩૦ વાગ્યે શરૂ થશે) 
  ૮.૧૫ થી ૯.૧૫ પૂજ્ય શ્રુતપ્રજ્ઞાજી નું પ્રવચન 
  ૯.૧૫ થી ૧૧.૩૦ જાહેરાતો, નીતુ શાહ ને કલાકારો નું સંગીત અને ભાવના, આરતી અને મંગલદીવો  

અન્ય પ્રસંગો :
શનીવાર - ૦૩.૦૯.૧૬ તપસ્વીઓનું બહુમાન રાત્રે ૯.૧૫ વાગ્યે થશે
રિવવાર -  ૦૪.૦૯.૧૬ મહાવીર જયંિત “મહાવીર જન્મ કલ્યાણક”  

સપનાની ઉછવણી ૨.૦૦ વાગ્યે | ઉછવણીની બધી આવક જીવદયા ફંડમાં જશે 
સોમવાર - ૦૫.૦૯.૧૬ સવંત્સરી પ્રિતક્રમણ (આ િદવસે ભાવના નથી)

સ્થાનકવાસી : આલોયણા ૩.૧૫; પ્રિતક્રમણ ૫.૧૫ | દેરાવાસી : પ્રિતક્રમણ ૪.૧૫
મંગળવાર - ૦૬.૦૯.૧૬ સંઘ તરફથી તપસ્વીઓના પારણા
રિવવાર - ૧૧.૦૯.૧૬ પ્રીિત ભોજન 
શ્રી ચંદના િવદ્યાપીઠના િશક્ષકો રોજ અંગ્રેજી પ્રિતક્રમણ કરાવશે

 * જેા આપ શધુ્ધતા પવૂર્ક સારા અવાજ ેસામાિયક-પ્રિતક્રમણ કરાવી શકતા હો તો આપ કમીટીના સભ્યને જાણ કરશો * 

નકરાની િવગત: 
બપોરના જમણના £૩૦૧ સાંજના જમણના £૧૨૫
એક િદવસની પ્રભાવના £૧૧૧ સવંત્સરીના િદવસનો લાભ £૫૦૧
સાંજના પ્રિતક્રમણ ભણાવવાનો લાભ £૨૫૧ સાંજની આરતીનો લાભ £૧૦૧
મહાવીર જયંિતના બોપોરનું લંચ (રિવવાર ૦૪.૦૯.૧૬) £૧,૫૦૧ મંગળ દીવાનો લાભ £૧૨૧
મહાવીર જયંિતના સાટાની પ્રભાવના £૪૫૧ તપસ્વીઓનું બહુમાન કરવાનો લાભ £૨૫૧
પ્રીિતભોજનના ખચર્ િનિમતે્ત £૩,૩૩૩ તપસ્વીઓને પારણા કરાવવાનો લાભ £૧,૧૧૧

જમવાના પાસ
પૂણર્ પયુર્ષણના પાસ £૧૫ િદવસના £૩ ૧૨ વષર્થી નીચેના £૦ (કોય ચાજર્ નથી)
પાસ આપ ભારતીબેન શાહ (07947 144080) અથવા સુભીર્બેન ખોના (07950 280655) પાસેથી મેળવી શકશો 

આ વષેર્ પયુર્ષણ પવર્ ઉજવવા આપણે પજુય શ્રતુપ્રજ્ઞાજીને બોલાવવા ભાગ્યશાળી બન્યા છીએ. તેઓ ભારતની 
બહાર ત્રીસથી વધુ દેશમાં વસતા જનૈો માટે તીથર્લકર મહાવીરનો સંદેશો ફેલાવી રહયા છે. તેમના ઉંડા જ્ઞાનથી 
આપણને જનૈ દશર્નના િસદ્ધાંતો સહેલાઈથી સમજાવે છે.  તેમના પ્રવચનનો અમૂલ્ય  લાભ લેવા આપ સવર્ને ખાસ 
આમંત્રણ છે.

વધ ુિવગત માટે: 
ભપેુન્દ્રભાઈ શાહ : 07944 532780 ·  સંગીતાબેન બાવીશા : 07761 647285 ·  નેમીશભાઈ મહેતા : 07866 444544  

ધીરુભાઈ ગલાણી : 07956 127631 ·   રેણુબેન મહેતા : 07931 924197 ·  paryushan@navnat.com
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       www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk 

   

PROFESSIONAL WILL WRITING & ESTATE PLANNING    

          

Services provided by Balance Consultancy 

 Estate Planning inc IHT planning advice 
 Will Drafting  
 Lasting Powers of Attorney 
 Probate  
 Will Storage & Will Reviews 
 Talks to community groups 

                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘It’s a Dead Cert, So Plan for It’ … Leave a Lasting Legacy NOT a Mess 

FREE Information pack 
available with literature in 

GUJARATI & ENGLISH.  

While we have good health we rarely think about what would happen if we lost our MENTAL CAPACITY. 
This is becoming more and more common as our lives become complex and longer. Would it not be 
great if at the time of your greatest need, you have loved ones taking decisions on your behalf safely 
and legally? You can do just that by taking out Lasting Powers of Attorney (LPA) to cover Health and 

Finance. A vitally important document for the times we now live in. LPAs can only be set up while you 
have adequate mental capacity.  

Contact Balance Consultancy for further details. 

 

Shandip Nathalal Shah ASWW, ACIB, MBA 

Tel: 020 3837 0099 or Mob: 07780 690432 
Office in Devonshire House, 582 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex.HA7 1JS. 

Email: shandip@balanceconsultancy.co.uk 
Web: www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk   

Evening & weekend appointments available. 
Gujarati spoken fluently. Nationwide coverage. 

  

Balance Consultancy is delighted to be part of the Society of Will 
Writers Charity Partnership with the British Liver Trust. For every will 
completed during 2016 a sum of £5 will be donated to the British 
Liver Trust.  
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Navnat Vadil Mandal

President
Surbhi Khona
9, Northumberland Road
North Harrow
Middlesex, HA2 7RA 
e: khonasurbhi@gmail.com
t: 020 8863 3282
m: 07930 280 655

Hon. Secretary
Ramesh J. Shah
19, Primrose Close
South Harrow
Middlesex
HA2 9AT
e: rameshshah14@hotmail.com
t: 020 8422 8988
e: 07742 045 154

Treasurer
Bhupen Vasa
t: 020 8868 5103
m: 07741 416 361

Membership Secretary
Mr. Arvind Mehta
t: 020 8561 6179
m: 07575 705 112

Coach Co-ordinator
Mr. Arvind C Shah
t: 020 8204 4970

Committee Members
Mr. Chandulal Shah
Mrs. Purnimaben Meswani
Mr. Bhogilal Rupani
Mrs. Tarlikaben Mehta
Mrs. Induben Shah
Mr. Nalinbhai Udani
Mr. Bharat H Mehta
Mrs. Bhadraben R Sheth
Mrs. Indiraben Kamdar

Kitchen Co-ordinator
Mrs. Sakuben Mehta

Navnat Vadil Mandal’s report of activities for 
the month of June 2016	

This	month’s	Programmes:	-	

On	the	first	week	of	June	we	had	Bhajans	prepared	by	our	members.	Second	week	we	kept	it	

open	for	just	get	together	for	all.		On	

17
th
	 June	 first	 time	 Vadil	 Mandal	

planned	 Father’s	 day	 full	 day	 event.	

There	was	no	yoga	and	music	started	

from	 11.30am.	 Bhupendrabhai	 and	

Dina	 sang	 very	 good	 songs.	 As	 day	

went	 on	 all	members	 joined	 on	 to	 the	 dance	 floor	 and	 finally	Garba	was	 the	 top	 of	 item.	

Every	one	fully	enjoyed	

and	 appreciated	

committee’s	 effort.	 As	

few	 members	 came	

without	 buying	 £1.00	

entrance	 token	 and	 as	

food	was	ordered	from	

outside	 catering,	 as	 a	

result	there	was	last	minute	rush	by	our	kitchen	team	to	cook	more	food	which	was	very	kind	

of	kitchen	members	and	Vadil	Mandal	appreciates	that.	

Last	 week	 of	 the	 month	 Mr	 Bharat	 Popatlal	 Mehta	 who	 is	 not	 the	 Vadil	 Member	 still	

sponsored	 the	 lunch	 and	 celebrated	 his	 60
th
	 Birthday.	 	 Mandal	 is	 grateful	 to	 him.	 In	 the	

afternoon	Dipakbhai	explained	few”	Gathas”	of	Bhagwat	Gita.	

This	month’s	Tour:	-		Bournemouth	Beach	and	Vegan	Fair	on	Sunday	26
th
	June	2016.	

Up	to	70	members	and	guests	joined	in	the	one-day	trip.	

The	day	was	cloudy	with	occasional	rain	but	the	members	

were	in	high	spirit	looking	forward	to	learn	about	what	

vegans	really	eat	and	living	a	compassionate	lifestyle.	We	

arrived	at	the	Vegan	Fair	which	was	held	inside	the	

Bournemouth	International	Centre.	The	members	visited	

every	stall	and	tested	some	vegan	food,	asked	questions,	

made	some	purchases	as	well.		

We	left	the	Vegan	Fair	at	2	pm	and	arrived	at	the	nearby	

garden	where	we	had	the	sumptuous	lunch	and	went	for	a	stroll	on	the	beach	and	the	pier.	It	was	a	windy	day	on	the	

beach	but	no	rain	and	members	thoroughly	enjoyed	the	beach	visit.	Afterwards,	we	had	tea	and	sata	and	then	we	

departed	at	5PM.		We	are	grateful	to	all	the	sponsors	and	volunteers	for	making	this	day	trip	a	successful	one.  	
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This	month’s	news:	

The	Mandal	has	decided	to	prepare	its	own	music	group,	get	it	trained	and	raise	the	standard	of	entertainment	of	

Mandal’s	forth	coming	programmes.	

Quotes	
1.	We	live	in	a	wonderful	world	that	is	full	of	beauty,	charm	and	adventure.	There	is	no	end	to	the	adventures	we	
can	have	if	we	only	seek	them	with	our	eyes	open.	–	Jawaharlal	Nehru.	
2.	Being	honest	may	not	get	you	a	lot	of	friends	but	it	will	always	get	you	the	right	ones.		
3.	No	matter	how	good	or	bad	your	life	is,	wake	up	each	morning	and	be	thankful	that	you	still	have	one.	
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journeys from the heart...

020 7725 6765   
www.namaste.travel

namastetravelandtours    

enquires@namaste.travel.co.uk    

Magical Tokyo 
from £899* 
Includes:
•  Return economy flights to Tokyo
•  All known pre-payable taxes and charges
•  5 nights accommodation in Tokyo 
   staying at the Shiba Park Hotel

Tailor - made holidays is our speciality

from £1259*
Includes:
•  Return economy flights to New York, 
    Toronto & Niagara Falls
•  3 nights stay in Paramount Hotel in 
   New York City
•  4 nights stay in Hilton Toronto
•  Return private airport transfers in  
   New York & Toronto

Kantary Bay, Phuket
from £959* 
Includes:
•  Return economy flights to Phuket
•  All known pre-payable taxes and charges
•  8 nights at the Kantary Bay Hotel in a 
   Studio Suite 
•  Daily breakfast

Golden Triangle  
from £999* 
Includes:
•  Return economy flights to Delhi
•  7 nights 4* Hotels
•  Daily Breakfast
•  Private tours and transfers

New York, Toronto & Niagara Falls

Holidays
Just a few of our holiday offers

A variety of Escorted Tours available,  
log on to our website for the latest offers

13 Day Tour - twin share based on group of 15 to 25 

Fully Escorted Tour
Cambodia & Vietnam from £1919*

Nairobi
Dar es Salaam
Entebbe
Johannesburg
Mumbai
New Delhi
Los Angeles
New York 
Ahmedabad

Toronto
Singapore
Bangkok
Kuala Lumper
Hong Kong
Perth
Sydney
Rio de Janiero 
Rajkot

Book online for latest offers 

Flights Only

Why book with Namaste Travel?
•  We offer Excellent Customer Service
•  Dedicated team of Gujarati speakers
•  Dedicated Corporate Travel Specialist Team

56 Baker Street, London W1U 7BU
* All prices quoted are per person, based on 2 people sharing. Prices are subject to availability and change. All prices include all taxes and prepaid charges at time of print. Terms and conditions apply

part of emeraldglobal
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Donations

Date Names Vadil 
Mandal

Kitchen 
fund

Sponsored 
lunch Details

03/06/16 Mrs Kundanben Kothari 25.00£					 25.00£					 351.00£								 Her	80th	Birthday	2nd	June

03/06/16 Mrs Premlataben parekh 25.00£					
Her	97th	Birth	day	3rd	June	Also	ice	
cream	to	all

03/06/16 Mr Surendrabhai Kotech 20.00£					 His	Birth	day	5th	June

03/06/16
Mr Mahendrabhai Shah and Mrs 
Kumudbala 

51.00£					
On	Birth	of	granddaughter	Aamaya(	
daughter	of		Chirag	&	Bhumika)	11th	
March	

03/06/16
Mrs Sarlaben Jaymanbhai 
Mehta

21.00£					 25.00£					 Her	Birthday	4th	June

10/06/16 Mr Vinodbhai Bakhai 25.00£					 Her	Birthday	7th	June

17/06/16 Mrs Manjulaben H. Shah 50.00£					 25.00£					
Her	Husband	Mr	Himatalal	shah’s	
93rd	Birthday	(16th	June)

17/06/16 Mrs Geetaben Shah 25.00£					 her	birthday	(16th	June)

17/06/16 Mrs Hiraben Vrajlal Mehta 25.00£					

on	the	occasion	of	her	
granddaughter	Anjali	(daughter	of	
Deepak	&	Meenaben	Graduated	1st	
class	in	pharmacy

17/06/16
Mr Jaswantbhai(Batukbhai) 
Parekh

25.00£					 25.00£					 on	his	Birthday	(21th	June)

17/06/16 Mr Dhirajlal shah 51.00£					
12Th	Punyatithi	of	his	Mother	
Maniben	Shah

17/06/16 Mrs Lataben K Shah 25.00£					
memory	of	her	father	Shantibhai	
Mehta

24/06/16 Mr Dhanwant Damani 21.00£					 on	his	Birthday	(19th	June)

24/06/16 Mr Bharatbhai Popatlal Mehta 101.00£			 351.00£								
his	60th	birthday	also	sponsored	Ice	
cream	to	all

24/06/16 Mr Vasantbhai Sanghrajka 51.00£					 25.00£					
birthday	of	his	wife	Kokilaben		(21th	
June)

24/06/16
Mr and Mrs Dilipbhai & 
Jayshree Doshi

51.00£					 51.00£					
on	the	occasion	of	birth	of	grandson	
Aarav	on	29/5/2016(son	of	Dipesh	&	
Urvi)

24/06/16
 Mr Prabhudasbhai Shah & Mrs 
Rasilaben Shah

51.00£					 on	their	61th	wedding	anniversary

24/06/16 Ek Anami Sabhay 51.00£					 General	khushbhet

26/06/16 Mrs Ranjanben Shah 11.00£					

26/06/16 Mrs Indiraben Kamdar 21.00£					
Total 1,604.00£																																																		 701.00£		 201.00£		 702.00£								

What is Bridge.                     
Bridge is a CARD GAME ...Bridge is a PARTNERSHIP GAME.....Bridge is a NUMBER GAME. 
Bridge is a MIND GAME....Bridge is a COUNTING GAME....Bridge is a PLANNING GAME.
Bridge is a STRATEGY GAME....Bridge is a SILENT GAME....Bridge is a BIDDING GAME.
Bridge is a AUCTION GAME.....Bridge is a CHALLENGING GAME...Bridge is a COMPETING GAME.
Bridge is a CONTRACT MAKING ............. OR BREAKING GAME.
Bridge is a WINNING ............ OR LOSING GAME.
Bridge is KEEPING THE GREY.....MATTER ALERT GAME.....Bridge is PASTIME GAME.
Bridge is INCREASING SOCIAL CIRCLE GAME. 
Bridge is after all, A GAME, A FUN GAME. 
( Analysis by Ameeta Shah-  President, Navnat Bridge Club) 

Donations receieved for June 2016

On	6th	Punyatithi	of	their	mother	
Savitaben

This is my prayer to thee, my Lord
Strike at the root of penury in my heart.

Give me the strength lightly to bear
My joys and sorrows.

Give me the strength to make my love 
Fruitful in service

Give me the strength never to disown
The poor or bend my knees before 

Insolent might
Give me the strength to raise  my mind

High above daily trifles
And give me the strength to surrender 

My strength to thy will with Love.
    -Rabrindranath Tagore - 
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A Trip to Morocco

Never Lose Sight of Your Dreams                                                        by Dhiru Galani 
In	June	2013	whilst	in	Tibet	on	a	holiday	with	Navjivan	

Vadil	Kendra,	about	18	bikers	came	in	the	same	Hotel	as	we	
were	in	Lhasa,	Tibet.	I	was	fascinated	by	the	rides	and	went	
over	to	talk	to	them.	They	had	ridden	from	London	to	Tibet.	
This	interested	me	so	on	my	return	I	contacted	the	
Globebusters	company	and	asked	them	what	do	I	need	to	do	
to	be	able	to	join	them.	In	February	2014	during	the	London	
motorcycle	show	I	approached	a	BMW	Riding	School	and	said	
to	them	that	I	would	like	to	ride	from	London	to	Beijing.	I	was	
already	67	years	old.	However	there	was	a	small	problem,	I	
didn't	have	a	motorcycle	license,	in	fact	I	had	never	ridden	a	
motorcycle	before	in	my	life!	 

And	so	it	started..... 
Now	I	am	not	a	natural	motorcyclist	and	had	to	work	very	hard	
to	gain	my	motorcycle	licence	that	year.	There	were	many	
trials	and	tribulations	with	moments	of	elation	and	frustration.	
Not	once	during	this	did	I	give	up	on	my	dream.	I	would	just	
smile	and	continue	along	this	path.	Whilst	it	may	have	taken	a	
little	while,	with	persistence	and	hard	work	I	gained	full	license	

that	allows	me	to	ride	any	engine	size	bike.		
The	dream	was	a	step	closer.	 
Over	the	next	18	months	I	returned	to	the	BMW	road	skills	centre	for	further	training	to	enhance	

my	riding	and	prepare	for	my	adventures.	I	even	did	an	off	road	riding	training	at	Brecon	Beckons	that	
involved	two	days	of	stand	up	riding	through	mud,	loose	gravel	and	water,	up	and	down	steep	muddy	hills.	
This	helped	a	lot	as	flashfloods	in	Morocco	had	washed	out	roads	and	our	detours	were	through	what	can	
be	liberally	called	tracks.	 

At	a	beautiful	place	just	before	Atlas	mountains,	we	had	stooped	to	admire	lovely	views.	It	was	a	
bright	sunny	day.	Bright	sunlight	automatically	constricts	our	eye	pupils	and	this	means	you	can	
comfortably	read	without	glasses.	And	I	forgot	to	put	my	glasses	and	only	realised	after	we	had	driven	
nearly	40	miles	that	I	had	left	my	glasses	behind.	An	expensive	loss.  

At	Merzouga	on	the	edge	of	desert,	the	hotel	was	about	300meters	off	the	road.	This	meant	taking	
the	bike	through	sand.	This	was	easily	said	than	done.	Fortunately	I	managed.		The	continuous	heavy	
unseasonal	rains	in	desert	had	created	a	mud	bath.	The	exit	from	Hotel	demanded	all	the	skills	and	two	
riders	came	of	their	bikes.	 

The	worst	day	was	on	the	last	day	when	roads	to	Hotel	were	washed	out.	We	had	to	take	a	
treacherous	detour	of	nearly	12km	of	roads	that	could	barely	be	described	a	mud	tracks.	Morocco	does	
not	have	Highway	code	as	we	know	it.	Bigger	vehicles	have	right	of	way. 

I	have	just	now	got	back	from	a	19	day	trip	of	3200	plus	miles	to	Morocco.	The	longest	distance	we	
covered	was	376	miles	in	a	day.	We	travelled	through	Santander,	Valladolid,	Seville,	Marbella,	
Chefchaouen,	Azrou,	Merzouga,	Boulmalne	Dades,	Marrakech,	Taroudant,	Casades	D’Ouzoud,	Meknes,	
Tangier,	Marbella,	Caceres	and	back	to	Santander. Most	of	the	routes	in	Morocco	was	curvy	and	bendy	
roads.	For	navigation	we	had	maps	on	our	tank	bag	and	a	SatNav.	The	company	encourages	individual	
rides	but	I	was	always	in	a	group	of	four.	At	69	I	was	the	oldest. 

As	a	vegetarian	I	experienced	problems	getting	food	without	fish	and	chicken.	At	one	place	in	Spain	
I	asked	for	a	vegetarian	sandwich.	On	opening	I	found	it	had	chicken	so	I	had	to	bin	it.	In	Morocco	I	had	the	
same	problems	for	food.	Most	time	I	was	on	bread,	cheese	and	onions.	I	lost	a	few	kilograms	in	weight	but	
on	the	plus	side	my	belly	had	disappeared. I	am	not	very	religious	but	on	the	route	I	must	have	recited	
Navkar	Mantra	literally	hundreds	of	times. 

I	am	planning	my	next	trip	from	Nairobi,	Kenya	to	Cape	Town	in	South	Africa.	 
Dreams	can	be	a	reality,	even	if	they	take	a	little	longer	than	planned.	 
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Editor’s Notebook
	

	

Letter to Editor  -  What	Future 
I	read	with	interest	your	article	in	Navnat	Darpan	and	you	have	made	many	valid	points	for	

serious	consideration.	I	like	to	add	my	views	on	the	subject.	It	is	very	important	that	Navnat	give	
serious	consideration	in	preparing	its	vision	for	the	twenties	with	the	help	of	Think	Tank	members	
who	are	already	making	some	contribution	on	the	subject.		

A	comprehensive	vision	for	the	next	five	years	at	least	has	to	be	prepared	not	only	for	taking	
right	decision	with	regard	to	the	premises,	but	also	for	planning	all	our	other	activities	and	making	
preparations	for	new	projects	taking	advantages	of	new	technology	and	services.	

My	view	is	that	first	and	foremost	Navnat	has	to	ensure	that	the	service	it	provides	(social,	
religious,	education	etc.)	reach	to	as	many	Navnatees	as	possible	throughout	the	country	but	most	
important	throughout	Greater	London	area.		We	would	all	like	to	have	those	activities	and	facilities	
next	door	to	us	but	that	is	not	possible.	It	is	quiet	apparent	that	our	community	while	mainly	
concentrated	in	North	and	North	West	London	is	also	spread	to	much	further	areas	like	East	London,	
South	London	and	West	London.	The	developments	that	led	in	acquiring	the	new	premises	in	Hayes	
has	enabled	Navnat	to	develop	more	activities	and	fine	tune	our	traditional	activities	such	as	
Paryushan,	Navratri,	Vadil	Mandal	and	Priti	Bhojan.	The	participation	in	these	events	indicates	that	
we	need	to	accommodate	more	participants	as	our	events	get	more	popular	and	our	community	
grows.	We	have	no	alternative	but	foresee	that	and	make	arrangements	to	accommodate	the	higher	
demands.		Our	community	members	have	accepted	that	30-45	minutes	drive	is	normal	in	London	and	
on	some	bad	day	this	may	take	longer	due	to	traffic	delays	caused	by	various	reasons.	This	is	a	fact	of	
life	if	we	live	in	Greater	London	Area.	

Looking	ahead,	we	notice	that	there	are	many	likeminded	Organizations	in	the	rest	of	London	
serving	the	need	of	our	community	in	different	ways	and	they	are	all	doing	a	great	job	in	their	own	
way.	It	should	be	our	objective	that	Navnat	should	supplement	these	activities	in	areas	where	our	
services	cannot	reach	due	to	the	distance.	We	have	to	explore	various	ways	and	extend	cooperation	
with	other	organizations	to	see	if	anything	can	be	done	to	make	our	service	more	easily	reachable.	In	
the	meantime,	we	have	to	extend	our	existing	facilities	to	the	best	of	our	ability	in	our	present	
premises.	I	would	hate	to	see	a	situation	we	had	at	the	old	Navnat	Bhavan	where	in	the	end	we	could	
hardly	hold	any	event	as	we	did	not	extend	or	renovate	the	building	to	fulfill	the	changing	needs	of	our	
community	and	when	looking	for	new	premises	became	urgent	the	it	took	over	10	years	to	acquire	
and	refurbish	the	new	centre	to	get	back	upstream.		

It	is	important	to	note	that	over	the	years	with	new	generation	now	grown	up	and	very	much	
in	the	driving	seat,	the	range	of	services	and	activities	and	priorities	are	changing.	The	objectives	of	
our	founders	are	continuing	to	be	met	as	our	community	bonds	are	very	strong,	our	culture	is	well	
maintained	and	our	values	are	passing	on	from	generation	to	generation.	It	is	very	likely	that	
sometime	in	future	our	needs	might	be	better	met	if	we	move	somewhere	else.	As	you	pointed	it	out	
in	your	article,	perhaps,	we	should	consider	that	and	discuss	the	merits	of	such	a	possibility.	Either	
way,	the	investment	we	are	making	at	present	is	not	wasted	as	the	renovated	premises	will	command	
a	higher	price	and	we	would	have	made	use	of	new	facilities.	

Talking	about	finances,	our	community	has	always	contributed	more	than	they	have	sought	
benefits	from	our	organization	and	this	is	true	of	most	Gujarati	organizations	operating	in	UK.		We	
should	give	serious	consideration	to	find	ways	of	reaching	our	members	more	widely	geographically	
and	providing	more	activities	locally	to	them	with	help	and	support	of	local	members	and	
organizations.	

It	is	just	as	important	that	we	interact	more	actively	with	other	communities	in	our	locality	and	
understand	each	other	better	and	respect	each	other’s	customs,	culture,	faiths	and	values.	This	will	
also	give	us	the	opportunity	to	explain	our	culture	and	customs	better	to	the	residents	of	the	country	
which	is	now	our	home	now.	

We	already	have	a	think	tank	and	they	should	be	directed	to	prepare	a	vision,	and	a	roadmap	
for	our	future	activities	for	the	executive	and	membership	to	consider	and	adapt.	The	members	at	
large	can	contribute	in	this	respect	and	assist	in	implementation	and	fine	tuning	each	project.	
Anil Parekh   
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In association with Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ ESTATE PLANNING LTD

• Wills • Lasting Power of Attorney
• Family Trusts • Wealth Preservation

• Probate

A professionally prepared plan to preserve,
protect and pass on family wealth to your loved ones

For more information please call us on

02089528791
or email
chetan@chjestateplanning.co.uk

www.chjestateplanning.co.uk

CHJ Estate Planning Ltd
In Association With Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ Probates Ltd
Authorised by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
England & Wales to carry out the reserved legal activity of 
non-contentious probate in England and Wales.

CHJ Accountants Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants

Chetan Parekh 
34 Longcrofte Road, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6RR.
Mob: 07956536116

As presented at Navnat Centre on 4th February 2016
titled “Preserving your Wealth for Future Generations”.
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Vietnam, Cambodia & Burma

                                  vv))yy[[TTnniimm,,  kk>>bbii [[DD))yyii  aann[[  bbmmii <<  {{2255..44..1166  --  1111..0055..1166}}  TT^^))ppnnii [[  aahh[[vviill  
                    25m) a[p\)l 2016n) svir[ ai p\vismi> aivnir s¿yi[n[ lEn[ ki[c f)ºcl) an[ k[ºTn liyb\[r)Y) rvini Ye l>Dn-siygi[nn) bpi[rn) 
2.15n) flieT pkDvi a[rpi[T< pr smy sr phi[>c) gyi. ki[cn) m&sifr) vKt[ c[tnib[n d[sie, aiSib[n mh[ti, b)nib[n hi[ÃDn, ltib[n Sih an[  
an[ kÃpnib[n pir[K[ sv<n[ ci[kl[T, f\&T, pi[pki[n< aip)n[ aivkiyi< siY[ siY[ aSi[kBiE mh[tin) m[r[j a[(nvP<r) ujv)n[ ain>d mi·yi[.  flieTni[ smy 
2.15ni[ hti[ a[Tl[ a[rpi[T< pr sv<n[ p[k l>c aipvimi> aiv[l. m&sifr) drÀyin ¼l[enmi> 
p[s[ºjri[n) pi>K) hijr) hi[viY) siygi[n s&F)n) m&sifr) airim diyk rh) ht). 
          siygi[nmi> Notredam  Cathedral,  ReuniziCation  Palace, 
Musium, Taynin Holysee  j[vi Ô[viliyk AYLi[n) m&likit l)F[l. Ryi>Y) Cu 
Chi  tunnels Ô[vi gyi. lDieni smy[ ai Tnli[ upyi[g) Ye ht). ai Tnlmi> 
C&pivi miT[ p&OkL drviÔ, simin riKvi (vSiL j³yiai[, hY)yir bnivvi miT[ni siFni[ 
an[ kirKiniai[, si]n)ki[ miT[ dviKini an[ rh[vi tYi Kivip)vin) sgvDi[ pN Ô[vi mL[ 
C[. 
         Ben  Tre  Province  n) knilmi> bi[T T^)p kr) an[ mi[Tr kiT<mi> b[s)n[ 
ci[Kini K[tri[mi> fyi< an[ siY[ siY[ Ryi>n) AYi(nk p\Ôni[ p(rcy pN kyi<[. SaigonY) 
n)kL) Yangon (r>g&n- bmi<} trf p\yiN ky<&. Ryi> b&¹F Bgvinni m>d)r {p[gi[Di}n) m&likit l)F) t[mi>n&> Shwedagon Pegoda  (vVmi> p\²yit 

C[. Ryi>ni li[ki[n) miºyti C[ k[ Jvnmi> a[k vir ti[ ai p[gi[Dini dS<n krvi j Ô[Ea[. lgBg 2500 vP< j&ni ai 
p[gi[Dini si[n[r) g&>bÔ[ mnn[ ain>d)t kr[ t[vi C[. n[Snl Ày&(zym pN Ô[viliyk C[.  
          m&sifr)mi> Si[p)>gni[ ain>d ti[ algj C[. dr[k Sh[rmi> mirk[T ti[ hi[y j n[? Ryi>n) hiY kir)gr)n) vAt&ai[ 
Kr)dvin&> aikP<N k[m ri[kiy?  Chauk Htat Gui Pagoda mi> hiYni[ T[ki[ len[ s&t[li b&¹F Bgvinn) m&(t< fi[Timi> 
GN)vir Ô[E ht) t[ aij njr[ n)hiL). Yangon Y) Golden Rock  jvi miT[ am[ 5i>c klikn) m&sifr)n) S$ait 
kr). miuºT upr phi[>cvi n)c[ aiv[l T^k-AT[SnY) T^kn) m&sifr)n) S$ait kr). klikn) m&sifr) bid  Golden Rock  
phi[>μyi Ryi> rit (vtiv). Ryi> T[kr) hi[viY) s&yi<At an[ s&yi[<dy (nhiLvini[ liB mÃyi[. ai Golden Rock n[ p&$Pi[j aD) 
Sk[ a[v) Ryi>ni li[ki[n) miºyti C[. ah)>Y) rvini Ye Bago   Yen[ Yangon jti rAtimi> p[gi[Dimi> 55 m)Tr li>b) 
Bgvin b&¹Fn) p\(tmi Ô[E. 375 f&T u>ci  ai p[gi[Dimi> aiv[l m&(t<ni cir[ bij&Y) dS<n kr) Skiy C[. Ryi> ciEn)z m>d)r 

an[ p[l[sn) pN m&likit l)F). b)j[ d)vs[ Saigon Yen[ Hanoi  aiÄyi. Ryi> aiv[l K&bj si>kD) gl)ai[ j[n[ 36 Street  kh[viy C[ t[ an[ vi[Tr 
pp[T Si[ Ô[vin) mÔ pD).  
           ai aiK) T^)pn) hielieT kh[viy a[v) “r[D r)vr k\&z” n) S$ait Hanoi Y) kr).  Halong Bay, Bai Tu Long Bay, an[ Red 
River Delta mi> mni[hr dZOyi[ Ô[yi. k\&zmi> nd) ki>q[ aiv[l gimi[ni dZOyi[ Ô[ti Ô[ti  Tuan Chau Whar phi[>μyi. Ryi> gimmi> lTir mir) S)p pr 
piCi aiÄyi ti[ ki[e a[ S)p pr rh) Av)m)>gni[ ain>d l)Fi[. ai k\&z aigL vF). k\&zni rsi[E Grmi> am[ Ap\)>g ri[l k[m bnivvi t[n&> 
Demonstration   Ô[y& an[ Ap\)>g ri[l pN 

KiFi. b)Ô d)vs[ svir[  Sung Sat Cave  Ô[vi 
gyi. Ryi> lgBg 100 didrin&> cQiN kr) g&fiai[ 
a>drY) Ô[e. bpi[rni smy[ am[ Hanoi   piCi 
aiÄyi. Ryi>Y)  Siam Reap an[ t[n) aispisni 
p\d[Smi> Ô[viliyk AYLi[ Ô[yi.  
            aim amir) ai T^)p p&r) kr)n[ am[ ti. 
11.5.16ni s&K$p l>Dn piCi aiv) gyi.  
            ai m&sifr) drÀyin sv<n) tb)yt sir) 
rh) ht) an[ bFia[ K&bj mi[j mÔ kr) a[ 
ain>dn) vit C[. T^)p drÀyin ki[eni trfY) f\&T ti[ 
ki[E trfY) p)Ni k[ niAti p)rsiti hti.  
             s>AYin[ n)c[ jNiv[l s¿yi[ trfY) udir 
d)lY) K&S)B[Tni mL[l C[. a[ bdl s>AYi t[mni[ 
aiBir min[ C[.  
            m)nlb[n an[ m&k&>dBie biv)S) trfY) 
pi.101/-, Ciyib[n an[ n)t)nBiE sivD)yi, jy~)b[n an[ a$NBie vi[ri, sri[jb[n an[ BrtBie vir)yi tYi ll)tBie an[ vis>t)b[n Sih  a[ 
dr[k trfY) pi. 51/- an[ jyv>ti b[n tYi mh[ºWBie mh[ti an[ uPib[n tYi rjn)Bie mh[ti trfY) pi. 25/- an[ eºd)rib[n v)riN) trfY) pi.21/- 
s>AYin[ K&S)B[Tni mL[l C[. a[ bdl s>AYi t[mni[ aiBir min[ C[.  
            ai p\vis drÀyin kiy<kti< trfY) k>e B&l Ye hi[y aYvi ki[en&> mn d&BiÄy& hi[y ti[ amn[ xmi krSi[ 
           ai p\visni kºv)nr sri[jb[n vir)yi an[ jy~)b[n vi[ri hti.   
======================================================================================= 
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A Message from the President

Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 
NVBS	President’s	message		
Jai	Jinendra		
With	the	AGM’s	over,	this	is	my	first	
message	as	President	of	NVBS.		I’m	
very	humbled	and	honoured	at	the	
same	time	to	have	been	elected	as	
President.		I	would	like	to	thank	our	
preceding	President	Sarjoben	Varia	
and	the	previous	committee	for	all	
their	hard	work	over	the	last	year	
and	leaving	us	with	some	big	shoes	
to	fill.	
I	would	also	like	to	extend	my	
congratulations	to	the	newly	
elected	committee	members	and	
office	bearers.	
We	have	a	long	year	ahead	and	I	
hope	that	as	a	community	we	build	
solid	foundations	for	the	future.		
I	would	like	to	encourage	full	community	participation	and	especially	with	the	younger	generation.	
One	of	the	greatest	gifts	you	can	give	back	to	the	community	is	sharing	your	skills	and	talents	and	I	sincerely	hope	
that	we	can	inspire	everyone	to	join	in	and	contribute	towards	our	wonderful	community.	
We	need	to	learn	from	the	past,	enhance	the	present	and	think	about	the	future…	
I	look	forward	to	working	with	NVBS	and	the	Navnat	Community	as	a	whole	and	would	be	grateful	for	your	
continued	support	and	encouragement	throughout.	
Best	wishes	
Renu	Mehta		
NVBS	President		
	
Jiv Daya donation to Ashiana Charitable Trust.  
On	24th	June,	Navnat	presented	a	cheque	of	£3001	to	the	Ashiana	Charitable	Trust. 
Ashiana,	in	Hindi,	means	a	“beautiful	home	of	love	and	friendship”.	The	organisation	supports	children	and	young	
adults	with	learning	difficulties	who	come	from	all	backgrounds.	
The	charity	aims	to	make	a	real	difference	in	these	peoples	live	by	trying	to	improve	their	independence,	choice	and	
well-being	through	participation,	social	awareness	and	integration.	Ashiana	relies	on	the	help	of	dedicated	
volunteers,	carers	and	trustees.	
Bharatbhai	Mehta,	a	Navnat	member,	is	a	trustee	and	a	yoga	teacher	at	Ashiana.	To	celebrate	his	60th	birthday,	he	
sponsored	a	Vadil	lunch	at	the	Navnat	Centre.	We	
used	this	occasion	to	invite	children	from	Ashiana	
to	join	us	at	Navnat	for	our	morning	yoga	class	
and	followed	by	lunch.			
Bharatbhai	has	launched	weekly	yoga	classes	for	
children	at	Ashiana	and	has	even	taught	a	few	to	
go	on	to	become	teachers	themselves.	He	also	
teaches	our	yoga	classes	at	Navnat	on	family	
Sundays.		
Navnat	presented	Bharatbhai	and	Arvindbhai	
Joshi,	Operations	Director	at	Ashiana,	with	a	
cheque	for	£3001.	They	thanked	Navnat	and	said	
the	donation	will	help	them	to	continue	doing	
their	work.Over	the	years	government	funding	has	been	cut	for	organisations	like	Ashiana.	At	Navnat,	we	are	proud	
to	support	this	charity.	Further	information	on	Ashiana	can	be	found	at	http://www.ashianacharitytrust.org.uk/	
-	Dhiru	Galani	
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Figure 1: Final Design for the Play Area 

 ‘’Remember when you were a kid and were happy for no reason? When your only 
responsibility was running around and laughing a lot and someone else was in charge of 
your hair?’’ 
 
Well  we  cannot  give  those  years  back  to  you  again,  but  we  can  certainly  create  some  of  those 
moments in your kid’s life‐ through our Play Area Project. 

To remind everyone, the journey for the Navnat Children’s Play Area had begun 7 years ago, when 
Manish Sanghrajka had  first  approached  the  committee  in 2009, unfortunately Navnat was not  in 
the  position  at  that  stage  to  approve  this  investment  however,  when  Kruti  Varia  approached  the 
committee again in 2014, Navnat had grown considerably and we were given the green light. 

In  the  2015  newsletter,  it was  announced  that  Navnat  is  going  to  build  its  play  area  to  fulfil  our 
Navnatee children’s need for freedom to run around.  

The aim of the project was to provide a purpose built Play Area for the children aged between 0‐14 
years. The project would run in 3 phases a) Feasibility & Planning b) Fund Raising and c) Building the 
Play Area. We were then in Phase 1, where a lot of research was being done on needs, feasibility & 
compatibility by visiting play areas. 

I am very pleased to announce that since, with the help and support of the EC and Board of trustees, 
we are now transitioning between the 2nd and 3rd phase.  

Here is a progress update of the project:  

Sep 15: Arranged survey at the Priti Bhojan to understand the need and demand for the play area 

Oct 15: Reviewed all the proposals from suppliers and selected the best and most common features 
that we wanted (based on the Priti Bhojan survey) to take forward to the final design 

Nov/Dec  15:  Asked  all  shortlisted  3  suppliers  to  re‐quote  and  redraw  plans  based  on  our 
requirements list. So that all designs at minimum incorporated the same “best features” 

Navnat Projects

- Dhriti Varia, on behalf of Playground Committee
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Jan/Feb 16: Worked closely with shortlisted 3 suppliers to firm up the proposals from a design point 
of view, collect evidence of warranty and cost breakdowns 

Mar 16: Undertook detailed study and comparison of the quotes and presented to the EC 

Apr 16: Received an approval for the site and planning permission from EC  

May 16: Finalised site plans with supplier 

June/July 16: pre‐planning consultation with Hillingdon Council  

We have  finalised  the  site  plans,  finalised  the  supplier  and  are  in  the  process  of  applying  for  the 
planning permission and for that we are having a pre‐planning consultation with Hillingdon Council.  

We  sincerely  thank  the  Navnat  EC,  Board  of  Trustees  and  members  for  showing  great  level  of 
support in this project.  

We will keep updating you of our progress. In the meantime if you have any questions or comments, 
please email to playground@navnat.com. 

Jai Jinendra & Jai Shri Krishna!  

Dhriti Varia 

On behalf of Navnat play area project team 
 

 

 

Navnat Projects

I	don’t	think	there’s	any	more	to	happiness	than	noble	actions,	gratitude	and	contentment.	No	doubt,	
happiness	is	not	merely	an	emotion	but	a	state	of	being.	Above	all	though,	happiness	is	an	attitude.	When	you	make	
it	a	point	to	live	your	life	positively,	to	appreciate	the	goodness	of	your	own	life	without	measuring	it	against	the	
lives	of	itchy	bums,	your	world	will	light	up	with	the	radiance	of	a	thousand	suns.	
“What	do	you	think	the	weather’s	gonna	be	like	today?”	Mulla	Nasrudin’s	friend	asked	him.	
“Just	the	kind	I	like,”	he	foretold	patting	his	donkey.	
“How	can	you	be	so	sure?”	
“Knowing	that	I	can’t	always	get	what	I	like,	I’ve	learned	to	always	like	what	I	get,”	Mulla	said.	“So,	I’m	certain	we’re	
going	to	have	awesome	weather	today.”	

Since	we	are	here,	on	this	planet,	with	a	certain	lifespan	at	our	disposal,	we	may	as	well	live	gracefully.	Why	
not	carve	your	own	path	of	happiness	based	on	what	all	you	are	blessed	with?	

Everything	you	have	ever	earned,	everyone	you’ve	ever	known	will	one	day	be	separated	from	you.	It	is	only	
prudent,	therefore,	to	value	what	you	have.	For	nothing	is	forever	(diamonds	come	pretty	close	though).	Let’s	live	
and	honour	this	life	for	what	it	is	—	a	blessing.	
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~		

Our Congratulations – Navnat is Proud of You.  
1. Dr.	Harshadbhai	N	Sanghrajka	retired	from	a	successful	career	with	

IBM	20	years	ago	and	has	since	devoted	his	life	as	an	active	and	enthusiastic	
participant	in	the	service	of	Jain	community.	Harshadbhai	had	no	formal	
qualifications	and	after	his	retirement	he	applied	for	a	Masters	Course	in	
Indian	Religions	at	SOAS	and	went	on	to	study	for	a	Doctorate	from	
Intercultural	Open	University	in	the	Netherlands.	He	has	served	as	joint-
secretary,	vice-presidnet	and	trustee	of	Navnat	Vanik	Association	and	is	
currently	Deputy	Chairman	of	the	Institute	of	Jainology.	Harshadbhai	has	
given	Jain	lectures	to	many	thousands	of	people	in	the	UK,	Africa,	Asia	and	
India.	He	has	represented	the	Jain	faith	at	the	Vatican,	the	Inter	Faith	

Network	of	the	UK	and	the	Religious	Education	Council	where	he	was	Director	for	3	years.		
Harshadbhai	has	been	awarded	MBE	by	Her	Majesty	the	Queen	for	services	to	the	community	
and	interfaith	work.		

2. Bharat	Maganlal	Mehta,	formerly	of	Nairobi,	Kenya,	has	been	awarded	the	‘CBE’	for	services	to	
Finance	in	the	charity	and	voluntary	sectors.		This	follows	the	‘OBE’	Bharat	was	awarded	15	years	
ago.		Such	double	honours	are	rare	and	therefore	the	Mehta	family	is	very	proud	and	happy.	Bharat	
has	had	great	support	from	his	work	colleagues.		He	says	that	he	is	very	lucky	to	work	in	a	sector	he	
loves,	with	people	he	loves	working	with.		

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~	

Quotes	by	Dalai	Lama		
• When	you	talk,	you	are	only	repeating	what	you	already	know	–	but	when	you	listen	you	may	learn	

something	new.	
• People	take	different	roads	seeking	fulfilment	and	happiness.	Just	because	they	are	not	on	your	orad	

does	not	mean	they	have	gotten	lost.		
• Give	the	ones	you	love	wings	to	fly,	roots	to	come	back	and	reasons	to	stay.		
• The	goal	is	not	to	be	better	than	the	other	man,	but	your	previous	self.		
• Sometimes	you	have	to	experience	the	bad,	so	that	you	can	learn	to	appreciate	the	good	things	that	

enter	your	life.		
• Always	be	yourself,	express	yourself,	have	faith	in	yourself,	do	not	go	out	and	look	for	a	successful	

personality	and	duplicate	it.		

																														What	goes	around,	comes	around		-	Keep	your	circle	positive	
																														Speak	good	words,	Think	good	thoughts		-	Do	good	deeds.		

This	month’s	news:	

The	Mandal	has	decided	to	prepare	its	own	music	group,	get	it	trained	and	raise	the	standard	of	entertainment	of	

Mandal’s	forth	coming	programmes.	

Quotes	
1.	We	live	in	a	wonderful	world	that	is	full	of	beauty,	charm	and	adventure.	There	is	no	end	to	the	adventures	we	
can	have	if	we	only	seek	them	with	our	eyes	open.	–	Jawaharlal	Nehru.	
2.	Being	honest	may	not	get	you	a	lot	of	friends	but	it	will	always	get	you	the	right	ones.		
3.	No	matter	how	good	or	bad	your	life	is,	wake	up	each	morning	and	be	thankful	that	you	still	have	one.	
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Navnat Golf Society

NGS Masters – Woburn Golf Club 
23rd June 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Navnat Golf Society 
   

 

Congratulations! 
   

Congratulations to the 
NGS team that 
represented the 

society in the Dosti 
Cup and won!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The NGS Autumn 
Challenge will be held 

at Celtic Manor in 
September. 

www.ngs.intheteam.com  

 

This year’s NGS Summer 
Cup was held at the 
challenging Woburn Golf 
Club’s Marquess course.  
Woburn was home to the  
2015 British Masters and in 
a few weeks’ time will host 
the Women’s British Open. 

The torrential rain, thunder 
and lightning during the 
drive to Woburn had 
everyone wishing they had 
a full set of Galvin Green’s 
with them and there was 
concern over the quality of 
the day. However, as the 
first flight took off, the 
clouds parted and the sun 
made an appearance.  The 
course was prepared for the 
Ladies open and presented 
our golfers with challenges 
that would test the pros. 
The course was long and 
the general consensus was 
“I didn’t play as badly as I 
scored!” 

 

With beautiful fairways, 
undulating greens and 
unforgiving rough, high 
scores were few and far 
between. 

33 golfers joined us on the 
day, as well as three guests, 
to showcase a full field. The 
staff at the club  made us feel 
very welcomed with great 
service, dining and practise 
facilities and a superb buffet 
dinner enjoyed by everyone.  

Many thanks to our sponsors 
Haines Watts without whom 
the day would not have been 
possible. 
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Navnat Golf Society

With the weather 
threatening to break at any 
moment and the course 
playing long, accuracy was 
the name of the game. Our 
deserving winner was 
Ashish Mehta with 
a fantastic score of 36 
points, followed by the 
Division 1 winner Sumir 
Mehta on 32 points and 
runner up Bejal Mehta on 
31 points. In Division 2, the 
scores were not quite as 
high but respectable given 
the conditions with the 
Division 2 winner Rahil 
Vora on 30 points and 
runner up Hasu Vora on 26 
points. Ishan Kamdar’s 
hold on the Golfer of the 
Year competition seems 

strong though we look 
forward to some 
competitive golf at the 
Autumn Challenge to see if 
anyone can take him on. 
Our guests also put up a 
good fight with the 
eventual winner, Ryan 
McCarron challenging the 
overall win with 36 points, 
the highest score by a guest 
to date. 

Our ladies division was 
competitive once again 
with 6 ladies playing this 
event. Our winner 
was Avni Mehta with 
a score of 28 points closely 
followed by runner up, 
Jyoti Mehta with 26 points. 
Anita Kamdar is still 

running away with the 
GOY competition with 
great scores early in the 
season however there’s 
room for a challenge with a 
lot of golf still to play.   

 

 

 2016 NGS Committee  

 
 

 
 

 Amit Shah, Captain 
Amit@opalion.co.uk 

Dilip Mehta, Chairman 
Dilip.Mehta@metrogolfcentre.co.uk 

Shivam Shah, Vice-Captain 
Shiv_shah22@yahoo.com 

Chirag Shah, Treasurer 
kassiuschirag@googlemail.com 

Ishan Kamdar, Committee 
ishan@comline.uk.com 

Avni Mehta, Committee 
Avni.g.mehta@gmail.com 
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- Mayur Sanghvi, Co-ordinator

Jiv Daya funds to  bui ld a  Primary School  in  rural  
Gujarat .  

Education	is	the	most	important	asset	a	person	can	have,	but	for	some	of	
the	poorest	people	in	India	they	don’t	have	access	to	it.	This	will,	more	than	
likely,	keep	them	in	poverty	for	the	rest	of	their	lives.	The	charity,	Saurashtra	
Medical	&	Educational	Charitable	Trust,	better	known	as	’	Life’	aims	to	bring	
education	to	these	poor	communities.	

On	17th	July,	Navnat	Vanik	Association	Executive	Committee	organised	a	
meeting	with	Life	representatives	to	understand	how	it	can	help	to	meets	Life's	
aim.	The	meeting	was	chaired	by	Mayurbhai	Sanghvi	who	invited	Rushikeshbhai	

Pandya,	Life's	Chief	Development	Officer	to	do	a	presentation	on	the	school	building	proposal.	
The	proposal	discussed	the	Life	criteria	of	how	a	particular	Primary	school	is	identified	for	

rebuilding,	the	main	criteria	as	being	ruralness	of	the	area,	the	number	of	students,	the	state	of	the	
buildings	and	planning	support	from	the	government	of	Gujrat.					

Once	the	10	room	school	is	built,	it	is	handed	back	to	the	government	to	administer	and	run,	but	
Life	retains	the	responsibility	to	maintain	the	school	for	a	minimum	of	10	years.	

We	know	that	education	is	not	just	about	books	and	class	rooms,	it	also	about	physical	well	being.	
Life	schools	have	large	playgrounds	so	that	children	can	play	indoor,	outdoor	and	also	perform	cultural	
programs,	ensuring	that	pupils	are	well	rounded.	

During	the	meeting,	donors	Vinodbhai	Udani	(past	president	of	NVA),	Anilbhai	Parekh	and	
Bhogilalbhai	Sanghvi	spoke	about	their	experiences	in	dealing	with	Life	and	the	message	which	came	out	
clearly	is	that	Life	is	a	reputed,	responsible	and	accountable	charity.		

Mrs	Meetalben	Shah,	Joint	Director,	Project	‘Life’	extended	an	invitation	to	all	Navnatees	to	visit	
Life's	headquarters	in	Rajkot	to	witness	at	first	hand	Life's	activities	and	projects,	and	if	this	cannot	be	done	
then	humbly	requested	to	visit	Life's	website	http://www.life4life.org.in/	

The	meeting	was	concluded	by	the	President	of	Navnat,	Mr	Dhirubhai	Galani	who	thanked	
everybody	for	giving	their	valuable	time,	thanked	Rushikesbhai	Pandya	for	his	informative	presentation	
and	stated	that	Navnat	would	consider	sponsoring	a	school	once	approval	has	been	granted	by	the	NVA	
Executive	Committee	and	Board	of	Trustees.	

	

Life Project
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ssRRyynniirriiyyNN  kkYYii{{55..66..1166}}nnii[[  aahh[[ [[vviill  
         Bg)n) smij dr vP<[ t[n)  AGM  pC) a[k Fi(m<k kiy<k\m yi[j[ C[. ai vP<[ ti. 5.6.16 Sn)virni ri[j “sRyniriyN kYi”n&> aiyi[jn kr[l j[ni[ liB GNi 
li[ki[a[ l)Fi[ hti[. nvnit Bvnni hi[lmi> bF) t]yir)ai[ Ye gE an[ smy Yti bFi Bie-bh[ni[ aivvi li³yi. Fm<p\[m)ai[n) 51 Ô[D) p&jnmi> b[s) Sk[ t[v) ÄyvAYi 
krvimi> aiv[l. sÔvT kr[l T[bl pr t[mN[ AYin l)F& an[ 10.30 vig[ kYin) S$ait krvimi> aiv[l. sv< 
~i[ti jni[a[ Si>(t p&v<k kYikir n)m&B[n BÍ[ kh[l Bgvin sRy niriyNn) kYin&> Si>(t p&v<k ~vN kr[l. 
12.30 vig[ kYi p&r) Yyi pC) YiL an[ airt) krvimi> aiv[l. Ryir bid sv<a[ p\sid an[ Bi[jnni[ liB 
l)Fi[ hti[.  
        kYini ai kiy<k\mmi> nvnit Bg)n) smijn[ mns&KBie an[ Gns&KBie Sih pr)vir trfY) 
pi.251/-, Av. mN)b[n gi>Dilil gi>G) tYi Av. $xmN)b[n c)mnlil gi>G) ni AmrNiY<[ Av. dmy>t)b[n 
F)rjlil giqiN)ni p&#i) Birt)b[n kn[SBie gi>G) trfY) pi.151/-, t&lÔ jv[ls< viLi nl)n)b[n bib&lil 
li[Q)yi pr)vir trfY) p&Ôpi miT[ pi. 101/-, s&rB)b[n G)$Bie Ki[ni pr)vir trfY) pi> 100/- n)t)di 
jt)nBie gi>F) pr)vir trfY) pi.101/- sri[jb[n Bivsir, k&s&mb[n vir)yi an[ b)nib[n hi[ÃDn a[ dr[k 
trfY) pi. 51/- s&Omib[n Sih, p&(N<mib[n mh[ti, aiSib[n mh[ti an[ Brt g>girim a[ dr[k trfY) pi.25/- n)lib[n biv)S), sr[jb[n vir)yi, ltib[n Sih, 
r>jnb[n mh[ti, m)nib[n si>giN), Eºd)rib[n gliN), kmlb[n biTv)yi, (nm<Lib[n p) Sih an[ jyi[t)b[n mh[ti dr[k trfY) pi.11/- an[ c>dnb[n mN)yir trfY) 
pi. 10/- s>AYin[ K&S)B[Tni mL[l C[. kÃpnib[n aSi[kBie pir[K trfY) s&kim[vini[ p\sid, c[tnib[n d[sie, r[N&b[n mh[ti tYi Elib[n Sih trfY) S)rini[ p\sid, 
(Amtib[n k[tnBie adiN) trfY) q>Die an[ r[N&b[n mh[ti tYi Elib[n Sih trfY) p&Ômi> b[q[lin[ a[k sRyniriyN Bgvinn) m&(t< aipvimi> aiv[l. ai sv< 
ditiri[ni[ Bg)n) aiBir min[ C[.  
         ai kiy<k\mni kºv)nr r[N& mh[ti an[ Elib[n Sih hti.  
 

                               

Janmasthami Mela

Sunday 7th August from 12.00 Noon – 8.00pm
Navnat Centre Printing House Lane
Hayes UB3 1AR 020 8848 3909

For more information and to hire a stall (£60.00)
Ramesh Shah: ‐020 8422 8988 / 07742 045 154
Kirit Batavia: ‐ 020 8445 6890 / 07904 687 758
Saroj Varia 020 8445 6305/07989 461 913

For more information please visit www.navnat.com/mela or email 
mela@navnat.com 

Navnat Vanik Association proudly presents

Bhanubhai Vora Tripti Chaya

 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
Comments from Readers.  

1. Agree TOTALLY with Prathna Sabha ‐ article in June 2016 Darpan. 
DO NOT agree AT ALL with publishing more in English ‐ article in June 2016 Darpan.  Where is our culture, roots, 
identity?  So we should not encourage our children for any Gujarati classes?  We are "British" but should never 
forget who we actually are ‐ where we have come from!  Also how about elderly ladies?  My mum does not know 
English.  Should we ignore those members?   

2. Yes, I do agree with your article re having our place in different areas. I stopped coming to Hayes 
because of the distance and since I need to travel by public transport, being a lady, I cannot attend evening 
functions. Even if we have building in, say for example in Finchley, I do not think Navnat committee members who 
live in area surrounding Finchley would give up serving Hayes to set up center in Finchley.  They are used to serving 
main center, having group already for all those years ‐ might not be willing to join Finchley committee. I am not so 
much interested in Hayes now since I have joined Dada but I am expressing my views because I missed coming to 
Hayes before I joined Dada's group recently.  I was at home or going to different community to celebrate 
Navratri rather than celebrating Navratri with Navnat. 
(Thanks. I will try to write in Gujarati now and then but difficult to do so regularly. – Editor) 

Satyanarayan Katha
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Navnat Vadil Mandal

 

What is Bridge.                     
Bridge is a CARD GAME. 
Bridge is a PARTNERSHIP 
GAME. 
Bridge is a NUMBER GAME. 
Bridge is a MIND GAME. 
Bridge is a COUNTING GAME. 
Bridge is a PLANNING GAME. 
Bridge is a STRATEGY GAME. 
Bridge is a SILENT GAME. 
Bridge is a BIDDING GAME. 
Bridge is a AUCTION GAME. 
Bridge is a CHALLENGING 
GAME. 
Bridge is a COMPETING GAME. 
Bridge is a CONTRACT 
MAKING  
            OR BREAKING GAME. 
Bridge is a WINNING  
            OR LOSING GAME. 
Bridge is KEEPING THE GREY 
            MATTER ALERT GAME. 
Bridge is PASTIME GAME. 
Bridge is INCREASING SOCIAL 
CIRCLE GAME. 
Bridge is after all, A GAME, A 
FUN GAME.  
 
 

 

What is Bridge.                     
Bridge is a CARD GAME. 
Bridge is a PARTNERSHIP 
GAME. 
Bridge is a NUMBER GAME. 
Bridge is a MIND GAME. 
Bridge is a COUNTING GAME. 
Bridge is a PLANNING GAME. 
Bridge is a STRATEGY GAME. 
Bridge is a SILENT GAME. 
Bridge is a BIDDING GAME. 
Bridge is a AUCTION GAME. 
Bridge is a CHALLENGING 
GAME. 
Bridge is a COMPETING GAME. 
Bridge is a CONTRACT MAKING  
            OR BREAKING GAME. 
Bridge is a WINNING  
            OR LOSING GAME. 
Bridge is KEEPING THE GREY 
            MATTER ALERT GAME. 
Bridge is PASTIME GAME. 
Bridge is INCREASING SOCIAL 
CIRCLE GAME. 
Bridge is after all, A GAME, A 
FUN GAME.  
Analysis by Ameeta Shah-  
President, Navnat Bridge Club 

 

ss>>AAYYii  ssmmiicciirr  
          Received a donation of £25/-  from Sadhna Arvind Maniar 
in Loving memory of late Arvind maniar.(Prathna sabha was 
held at Navnat Centre on 2.06.16.)Our Condolences to Maniar 
Family on behalf of Navnat community   ....(R.4994)      
                                                                                                                                                                                               
*                            *                          *                      
           dXib[n a$NBie d[iS) {am)ti d[iS) 3.Glanwood Grove, 
Kingsbury) trfY)  Av.a$Bieni AmrNiY<[ nvnitn[ jnrl fD>mi pi.75/- mL[l C[ 
j[ Av)kir) nvnit a$NBieni aiRmin[ Si>(t mL[ a[v) p\iY<ni kr[ 
C[.                                                                                         (R.4995)  
                           *                            *                          *      
            (vni[dBie udiN) trfY) py<&PN pv<ni rv)vir ti.27.9.16 ni (p\(tBi[jnni 
nkrini pi> 3500/-  mL[l C[ t[ Av)kir) nvnit (vni[dBie an [t[mni kT&&>b) jni[ni[ 
aiBir min[ C[.           (R.4996)                       

 * * * * * * 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- THANK YOU 
1. Jayaben Kothari donated a new water cooler in memory 

of her late husband Bhogilal Mohanlal Kothari.  We 
thank her for this generous donation. (Our apologies for 
late publication of this news.)  

2. £551.00 has been donated by Dhansukh J Shah and 
Mansukh J Shah towards our annual Janmasthmi Mela.  
Our thanks on this generous donation and apology for 
delay in publishing the news.  

 
 

 

I want to live simply.  
I want to sit by the window when it rains and read books I will never be tested on. 
I want to paint because I want to, not because I have got something to prove. 
I want to listen to my body, fall asleep when the moon is high and wake up slowly,             
with no place to rush off to. 
I want not to be governed by money or clocks or any of the artificial restraints that 
humanity imposes on itself.  

I just want to be boundless and infinite.  
.............................................................................................................................................. 
 Your life is a series of tests,  
                         And with each test you come through, 
         You open your mind just a little bit more.  
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Call us on 020 7290 0601 or email: tours@citibond.co.uk
 For detailed information, please visit our website

www.citibondtours.co.uk

Introducing Our 
Escorted Group Tours

Yes? Look no further ......Citibond Tours can offer all this and more

Citibond Tours
escorted group tours made for you 

Let us ta
ke you on a journey......

Due to high demand from our loyal customers we have launched Citibond Tours. 
We want you to discover the world while holding your hand. Discover real people, 
amazing locations and genuine cultures around the world. Every escorted tour is 
designed to give you an enjoyable and unforgettable travel experience. 

With over 40 years of experience in showing the world to our clients, our 
specialists team have designed each group tour, using their first-hand knowledge 
to select the best itineraries and top places to stay. Join one of our group tours, 
where you will enjoy sharing experience of travelling with others in our expert 
hands.

Why book with us 

• Worldwide Quality Tours

• Travel with like-minded people

• Services of Tour Manager

• No Hidden extras

• Maximum 30 people 

• All hotels are hand selected

• Vegetarian cuisine

Kenya - Mara Migration        11 days

from
£2129

Our selected group tours & set departure dates

Departs: 21 Aug’16 & 9 Sep’16 

Sri Lanka  12 days

from
£1899

Departs: 14 Oct’16 & 25 May’17 

China  14 days

from
£2399

Departs: 14 Oct’16 & 25 May’17 

Vietnam & Cambodia         14 days

from
£2099

Departs: 9 Oct’16 & 5 Mar’17 

Jordan  8 days

from
£1459

Departs: 17 Sep’16 & 6 May’17    

Canadian Rockies               14 days South Africa  12 days

from
£2029

Departs: 30 Sep’16    

Coming 
Soon

4. In a group of  
like-minded people?

1. Would you 
like to travel to 

exotic worldwide 
destinations?

5. With our friendly 
tour guide to Escort 
you throughout the 

Journey?

6. Discover some 
of the world’s finest 

cuisines?

3. With no hidden 
extras?

2. Have everything on 
your holiday included 

in the price?


